The Paradox of the Practicum: Affinity to and Resistance towards Teaching

Abstract

The sense of affinity to teaching profession among a group of five Colombian pre-service teachers manifested as a result of their practicum is explored in this paper. The impact that a four month teaching experience caused in their professional development was at the center of this exploratory study. Interviews and online blogs were the research methods used for data collection while content analysis was the analytical approach. How the practicum influenced prospective teachers' professional future agendas led two contrasting findings: alignment with or resistance to teaching profession. This study can shed light on the conceptualisation and understanding of how teachers come to be.
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influencé l’avenir des futurs enseignants sous deux optiques: d’un côté l’empathie et de l’autre la résistance envers la profession. L’article cherche à éclairer quelques aspects à propos de la conceptualisation et de la compréhension de la manière dont on devient enseignant.
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Introduction

The importance of teaching practicum for teachers acquiring a professional sense of affinity and agency emerges as an issue of unquestionable connection to a teacher’s retention and effectiveness. Teacher education programmes may do an effort here in order to create a supportive atmosphere involving supervisors, mentors, and teacher educators as a strategy that might contribute towards preparing beginning teachers for professional development and growth.

Most prospective teachers choose teaching driven by dreams, ideals, or expectations. Whether or not these are fulfilled has been explored in the literature on teacher education (Wideen, Mayer-Smith, & Moon, 1998; Darling-Hammond, 2003). Beijaard (1995) and Nias (1996) argued that teachers’ experiences at school strongly determined their motivations, attitudes, and engagement. They also found that teachers seemed to reflect a sense of positive and stable affiliation when they constructed a good relationship with pupils and the organisation of the institutions that they worked for; and the lack of either of those factors was claimed to cause career instability and a negative impact on their motivation.

Studies that attempt to answer the question of what keeps teachers on the teaching profession identify issues connected with job satisfaction, supportive environments or successful student learning (Nieto, 2003; Yost, 2006). There are surely many sources of teachers’ arguments for sustaining their professional affiliation, but there are also trends well documented in the literature that account for teachers’ early retirement or disenchantment with teaching profession (Nias, 1996; Beijaard, 1995; Inman & Marlow, 2004; Clandinin, Downey & Huber, 2009).

There is abundant evidence of teachers’ early retirement in spite of the rising worldwide demand for qualified teachers (Darling-Hammond, 2003; Johnson & Birkeland, 2003; Inman & Marlow, 2004; Kelly, 2004; Clandinin et al., 2009). Those who decide to stay in the profession are motivated, for example, by factors such as parental or administrative support, skills and knowledge, or professional ownership (Bobek, 2002). Yost (2006) explored the difficulties that ten beginning teachers encountered in their first year of practice, and found that teaching success partly depended on the acknowledgment of their teaching potential and skills, as well as their capacity to create positive learning environments.

Clandinin et al. (2009) reported increasing numbers of teachers leaving their jobs in Canada each year, where nearly 46% of early career teachers left teaching after 4 years of practice. Although the explanation of job dissatisfaction was not conclusive, teachers’ narratives reveal that they were ‘no longer able to ‘live by’ their stories of the shifting professional knowledge landscapes’ (Clandinin et al., 2009. p. 146). Other studies found explanations for leaving related to issues connected to low salaries, limited opportunities for professional development and decision making, class size or stuffy institutional atmospheres (Inman & Marlow, 2004). The impact of practice and experience on a teacher’s sense of commitment, efficacy, or ascription to teaching profession seems to have a direct connection to these factors.

Lasky (2005) introduced the notion of professional vulnerability, which seems to explain some of the tensions that teachers experience in the course of their careers, defining it as ‘a multidimensional, multifaceted emotional experience that individuals can feel in an array of contexts’ (p. 91). Lasky explored the way teachers cope with the demands of new reforms and educational policies. She surveyed and interviewed four in-service teachers in Ontario, Canada, and her findings indicate that teachers’ sense of agency, purpose and professional identity were significantly influenced by macro socio-political and economic factors. An issue such as budget reduction or economic
recession, among others, can have a major impact on teachers’ identity. Not being able to achieve learning goals or build rapport with students may also strongly affect their sense of career affiliation and lead to professional vulnerability.

Brown (2005) conducted research while investigating the experience of two American mathematics teachers at an early stage of their professional careers that had entered teaching in their forties. Interview data indicated that the research participants experienced isolation, frustration, a sense of not doing the right thing, and a lack of mentoring or guidance. Problems regarding the curriculum, work overload, lack of respect for teachers, and resistance to innovation were also found. Although these tensions might be common in teachers’ daily experience, this study highlights them as important factors that teacher education programmes should not ignore, and the situations described might not be too different from what pre-service teachers experience during the time of their practicum.

While research into in-service teachers’ professional development has been highly productive, studies of what happens with pre-service teachers during their practicum have been scarce. Farrell (2001) conducted a case study with a trainee foreign language teacher in Singapore, introducing the term socialisation, which ‘means the process of becoming a member of a specific group, the teaching profession’ (p. 49). Farrell’s study was methodologically similar to the present exploratory study and findings indicated consistent communication problems between cooperating teachers and pre-service teachers, as well as ‘a weak support structure for trainee teachers at the school during this socialisation process’ (p. 49). The results also address other issues regarding the lack of school-based mentors support and guidance. This seems to be due to an absence of training in mentoring roles.

Entering the teaching profession challenges beginning teachers’ professional motivation and affiliation at different levels: classroom, institutional demands, curriculum, professional knowledge, further qualification, or policies, for example. These issues may have a profound impact on the way teachers construct their professional engagement. What student teachers experience during the practicum has a great impact on their sense of professional engagement. During this time, they face the direct demands of an institution in terms of, for example, schedules, classroom management, lesson planning, staff meetings, or teaching observation and assessment. Due to the fact that the group of student teachers participating in this study were at an early stage of their professional career development, this exploratory research looks at personal factors reflected in the interaction between professional practice and the way they did or did not align themselves with the teaching profession.

**Method**

**Context.**

This study was implemented at a public university in Colombia. Five research participants were selected for this exploratory study: three female and two male final year students in the Foreign Language Programme (FLP). They were prospective primary school teachers who worked with mixed classes at public schools in Tunja, Colombia. Their identities were protected using pseudonyms selected from a list of common English first names: Christine (C), Julie (J), Sarah (S), Nicholas (N), and Jacob (J).

**Aim and research question.**

To estimate the impact of the practicum on student-teachers’ sense of affinity to the teaching profession.

**Research question.**

What is the impact of the practicum on pre-service teachers’ sense of affinity to the teaching profession?
Data gathering and analysis.

A qualitative exploratory study was chosen to investigate the connection between the practicum and the participants’ sense of affiliation with the teaching profession. The data were gathered over a four-month period in 2012. Two methods were used, namely, interviews and online blogs. Interviewing was split into two: one before the practicum started. The aim was to explore their sense of identification with the teaching profession. The latter was carried out in the last week of the practicum. The aim was to see the effect that it caused on their professional sense of affiliation with teaching. Both were planned as semi-structured interviews or professional dialogues, which were carried out in Spanish as it was believed to provide a more confident and fluent conversation. The dialogues were transcribed verbatim.

The second method was on-line blogs that research participants wrote on a regular basis about their teaching experiences during the practicum. The blogs were planned as a key instrument for data collection in the attempt to gain insights into affective factors that might not be visible in the data yielded by interviews. From the process of regularly-posted entries, the data gathered allowed lived stories to be interpreted. The blog entries were written in Spanish in order to facilitate linguistic confidence. Excerpts chosen for this paper were translated into English. The research participants were asked to post a weekly blog entry. The first two entries were agreed to include information on each pre-service teacher’s profile and background. Then a more general approach evolved and the topic of each entry was oriented towards describing the most rewarding and/or frustrating teaching experiences during the week, how they impacted on him/her and what was learnt. Quotations were taken, categorised and coded from the blog content.

The data gathered were analysed under the principles of Content analysis. Once the data were collected, the next step was to identify the key concepts or themes across text. Excerpts were then chosen from the three set of data that were collected. What was manifested in the entry interview with what was stated in the exit interview, plus some more references taken from the online blogs were then contrasted as a path to answer the research question. Themes focused on what the corpus stated, their visible and palpable components (Kondracki, Wellman, & Amundson, 2002). Concepts were then labelled with codes, which consist of groups with similar themes. These themes formed categories. For analytical purposes, excerpts will appear displayed as, for example, Christine, EI, where E stands for entry and I for interview1.

Findings

The sense of affiliation with the teaching profession that a group of pre-service teachers manifested in this exploratory study is presented in this section. The comparison between what they expressed in the interview before the practicum and what was expressed in the online blogs or the interview at the end of the teaching experience are analysed below. The interpretation of excerpts taken from the corpus gathered are organised into two emerging categories: Affiliation with and resistance to teaching profession. To do this, samples of each one are presented in turn.

Affinity to teaching.

Christine commented from data in the exit interview –excerpt 1(a)– that a postgraduate was among her short-term priorities (I would like to start a postgraduate course next semester). It is perhaps interesting to note here that, for her, furthering her studies was even more important than getting a job (Then I would like to get a job). She went on to re-confirm the need for

1 Other labels included: ExI (Exit interview), BE1 (Blog Entry 1), and R (Researcher).
further qualifications (by reading for a Master programme). The data here clearly suggest that Christine explicitly included teaching as a part of her goals for the future. Even though she suggested an important step forward (higher education or translation), she was aware of her need for professional development.

Excerpt 1(a):

550: R: By the way, talking about your future plans. What are your short term goals?
551: C: I would like to start a postgraduate course next semester. Then I would like to get a job, and then continue my studies by reading for a Master programme.
552: R: in what field?
553: C: In higher education or translation.

(Christine, ExI).

In excerpt 1(b) below, from data in the online blog entry 3, Christine provided a possible explanation of her commitment to teaching. She was aware of the need to be informed about ‘fundamental questions’ closely related to the field of teaching (large group management, didactics of English as a foreign language, and learning styles). What Christine may have been saying here is that becoming a teacher is a process strongly related to further stages of qualification and development. Christine’s affiliation to teaching was manifested here in that her future professional goals were closely congruent with teaching as a profession.

Excerpt 1(b):

I have been committed to informing myself about large group management, the didactics of English as a foreign language, and learning styles. They are fundamental questions for me to be answered. (Christine, BgE3).

Julie also showed a sense of professional affiliation. In excerpt 2(a) —in data in the exit interview— she commented on two of her short-term professional goals: a trip to the USA and a postgraduate course. She was aware that she was to finish her teaching practicum period ‘soon’. After that, she planned to go to the USA with a specific professional purpose (It will help me a lot to improve my English). Target language improvement had become her first priority; a subsequent postgraduate course also showing her direct commitment to education (I would like to read for a postgraduate course in educational administration). The data here show that Julic’s professional goals included at least a two-year plan. The explanation for such a sense of alignment is explored in the excerpt below.

Excerpt 2 (a):

307: R: What are your short term goals?
308: J: I plan to finish my practicum soon, and then I would like to go to the USA as an Au Pair. It will help me a lot to improve my English. Then I would like to read for a postgraduate course.
309: R:  Which one?

310: J:  In educational administration that is currently offered at UPTC. This one calls my attention a lot.

(Julie, ExI).

In excerpt 2(b) below Julie provided some more insight into the possible explanation of her professional affinity to teaching. She acknowledged her pupils’ engagement and learning motivation (I observed today that they were all truly following me), and then introduced the important teaching principles of her lesson. The notion of correct ‘pronunciation’, for example, was fundamental. This may explain to some extent her priority to go to America and improve her English. Julie’s plan to read for a postgraduate programme in school administration would also represent an important sign of her alignment with the teaching of languages and the way she envisioned later stages of her professional growth.

Excerpt 2(b):
I observed today that they were all truly following me. They seemed to be motivated. They were repeating the tongue twister correctly. Their pronunciation was correct, which was one of the lesson aims.

(Julie, P.BgE).

By contemplating images of ideal working environments, another student teacher projected forward her sense of career development. Sarah commented on her wish to work in her own institution (I would like to have my own language institute). The data here clearly show that teaching had become part of her future professional agenda. She did not only described herself as a teacher but specified characteristics of her imagined language institute to teach ‘critical thinking and multicultural awareness’. As the researcher asked her to expand a little more on this idea, she went further mentioning a bilingual setting with pupils ‘learning and using new technologies’. The data here provide clear evidence about Sarah’s priority to become fully involved in teaching.

Excerpt 3:

527: R:  Let’s assume you find a job and get into teaching soon. How do you see yourself in 5 or 10 years?

528: S:  Right (pause). I would like to have my own language institute where I could engage learners through processes of critical thinking multicultural awareness and interaction with members of other cultures.

529: R:  But apart from that, what kind of school would you like to work in?

530: S:  In a bilingual school with kids learning and using new technologies. I mean, a dynamic process involving social interaction and physical movement.

(Sarah, ExI).
To recap, a sense of professional affiliation with teaching was expressed by three research participants. Christine, Julie and Sarah described well-grounded expectations about enhancing their academic qualifications and creating particular teaching environments. The sources of their affiliation seem to be significantly explained by positive experiences gained before and during their teaching practicum. The data also suggest that the effects of the four-month teaching experience had a different impact on other pre-service teachers. A sense of resistance to teaching is examined below.

Resistance to teaching.

The interpretation of some excerpts taken from the corpus gathered sheds some light into the negative effects of the practicum on some of the research participants’ expectations about teaching career. Jacob demonstrated a well-grounded motivation in the period before his teaching practicum. In excerpt 4(a) below, he manifested a sense of achievement in his previous course (things went pretty good). He also expressed a combination of positive attitudes and feelings about his next teaching stage (I am ready to take my real teaching). He was aware that his teaching practicum was a time to be a ‘real’ teacher. Commonly-occurring themes also emerged related to language teaching: ‘working with kids’, enjoying ‘teaching’, loving ‘teaching English and lesson planning’. Jacob’s positive attitudes generated great expectations and encouraged him to take this final training stage with great determination.

Excerpt 4(a):

569:  R: Do you feel well prepared to teach languages?

570:  J: I think so. I attended my language practicum II course last semester and things went pretty well now I am ready to do some real teaching I am very excited and motivated I really like working with kids i enjoy teaching I love teaching English and lesson planning.

(Jacob, EI).

In excerpt 4(b) below, Jacob’s level of motivation dropped when he faced non-harmonious teaching environments (children are very naughty). He went on to describe a series of examples of pupils’ misbehaviour: fighting, being rude and aggressive, among others. Although there is no explicit reference here to the impact that this behaviour may have had on his own future professional engagement, at least in the first month of his practicum (My motivation has dropped dramatically). Excerpt 4(b):

Children are really naughty. They behave badly. They fight with each other; they are rude and aggressive. They throw pens at other children’s faces; they spit at each other, and they do not respect student teachers. My motivation has dropped dramatically.

(Jacob, BgE3).

In excerpt 4(c), Jacob’s agenda for the future appears to have been re-scheduled. This was different from what he thought before his teaching practicum (I was truly convinced that my next step was to read for the M.A in language teaching). Although he was still really committed to serving in areas related to education (I am considering educational administration), his wish for classroom involvement had declined steeply (I...
am not motivated to go straight into a classroom). The data here clearly show the negative effects of classroom experience during the teaching practicum (I think I can also help as a headmaster or something like that). Jacob’s sense of identity as a teacher has been questioned and he is looking for some other professional alternatives. Jacob’s motivation in his entry interview and that reflected in his exit interview were entirely different. Having pursued teaching for quite a long time, he was then suddenly aware that his own future story had to be re-imagined. This change seems to be significantly explained by his struggle to deal with a context where pupils’ misbehaviour and lack of learning engagement affected his future professional goals in teaching.

Excerpt 4(c):

65: R: Let’s talk about the opposite, something that has reduced your motivation as a teacher.

66: J: Uhm tough question (pause). I try to identify the causes because I do not feel 100% motivated to go into teaching.

67: R: Are you hesitating now?

68: J: Kind of (pause). For example a year ago I was truly convinced that my next step was to read for an M.A in language teaching at UPTC. Now I have changed my mind, and I am considering educational administration. I am not motivated to go straight into a classroom. I think I can also help as a headmaster or something like that.

(Jacob, ExI).

Nicholas suggested a well-grounded affiliation with teaching in excerpt 5(a) below. He first acknowledged that choosing teaching was a good decision. He also highlighted his strong alignment with his professional choice (I am absolutely sure choosing language teaching was right). Then he stated that it would also give him ‘plenty of opportunities’. Although he did not specify what kind of opportunities, he suggested that they were ‘not only in Colombia’. This statement clearly confirms that he saw teaching from a wider perspective. By expanding on his trip to the USA, he reasserted his professional engagement with teaching (I realised it is a real profession, that teaching is all that I wished for). This well-grounded sense of identity is compared next with the results of specific experiences.

Excerpt 5(a):

131: R: You are ready to start your teaching practicum, and then you will be a qualified teacher. Do you think that choosing teaching was the right decision?
I am absolutely sure choosing language teaching was right. I know I have plenty of more opportunities not only in Colombia. After being in the USA, I realised it is a real profession, that teaching is all that I wished for.

(Nicholas, Ef).

In excerpt 5(b), Nicholas commented on being observed by his university supervisor. Apart from this being the first lesson his university supervisor had observed, she was unaware of the research that was underway (She does not know about the project I am carrying out). He claimed to have a clear explanation of what he was doing (I know what I am doing), but Nicholas’ discourse reflected disagreement with his supervisor’s perceptions of the lesson (I was disappointed when she said that the lesson was a total mess). While her feedback, in his opinion, only touched on superficial aspects of the lesson and ignored the essentials (all she said was: you did not follow the lesson plan, the lesson was interrupted, there was too much Spanish), He also highlighted that her comment clashed with his own understanding of teaching languages to young learners (But I cannot torture the kids by talking only in English). The data here clearly suggest that his perceptions of teaching had changed because of his tutor’s feedback.

Excerpt 5(b):

This is the first time she observes me. She does not know about the project I am carrying out. I was disappointed when she said that the lesson was a total mess. I know what I am doing. But all she said was: you did not follow the lesson plan, the lesson was interrupted, there was too much Spanish. But I cannot torture the kids by talking only in English.

(Nicholas, BgES).

In excerpt 5(c), Nicholas illustrates how practice had an impact on his sense of career development (I hesitated about my teaching vocation). There is clear connection between his teaching feedback and his professional representation (If your tutor says to you that what you are doing is wrong, your motivation surely drops). However, Nicholas appeared to fully understand the unavoidable tensions which arise in the teaching profession (I know that it is what teaching is about). This quotation raises some interesting questions about understanding identity as a process involving both stable and unstable representations which may vary between being ‘absolutely sure’ at times and ‘not sure now’ or with conflicting perceptions of ‘achievement’ and ‘frustration’.

Excerpt 5(c):

To what extent the teaching practicum has contributed to strengthening your wish to become a language teacher?

I hesitated about my teaching vocation. I am not sure now. If your tutor says to you that what you are doing is wrong, your motivation surely drops. I know that it is what teaching is about. There is achievement but also frustration.

(Nicholas, ExI).

In summary, this second finding provided some insights about the contrasting effect of the practicum. While Jacob’s classroom experience forced him to see his career development in a
context beyond the classroom, Nicholas’ strong teaching affiliation before his teaching practicum was slightly damaged as a result of his supervisor’s feedback. The purpose of this study aims in exploring the impact of teaching experience in perspectives of professional growth and development. Two main findings affinity to and resistance towards the teaching profession lie at the centre for discussion, which are explored now.

Discussion

It is commonplace across teacher education literature that practice plays an important role in the process of constructing the meaning of teaching (Nias, 1996; Beijaard, 1995; Farrell, 2001; Clandinin et al., 2009). Although practice is generally acknowledged as experience in institutions and classroom, teaching experiences, relationships with pupils and other members of staff, teaching resources, budgets and educational policies have been identified as possible causes of affiliation or disaffiliation with teaching (Lasky, 2005; Yost, 2006; Clandinin et al., 2009).

It is beyond the scope of this study to examine several contextual factors that might impact the sense of affiliation with teaching. The research question attempted to explore the impact of practicum on pre-service teachers’ sense of commitment after a period of time when they experienced the transition between being students of teaching and becoming teachers themselves. The results generally suggested a well-grounded affiliation with their profession. They exhibited positive and stable identities as they constructed good relationships with pupils and the institution they worked at.

Findings gave an important insight into how their first teaching experience had a great impact. This might be reflected in a wish to improve their qualifications at the level of postgraduate education (excerpts 1a & 1b), to travel to an English speaking country in order to improve their communicative skills (excerpt 2a), and to contemplate images of ideal working environments (excerpt 3). These points are in line with the findings of similar studies (e.g. Beijaard, 1995; Nieto, 2003; Yost, 2006).

Findings also showed how the four-month teaching experience had a negative impact on two student teachers. While a strong motivation for teaching was manifested by one student teacher before the practicum (excerpt 4a), this dramatically declined as a result of factors such as pupils’ misbehaviour (excerpt 4b), and such that his professional expectations now lay beyond the classroom (excerpt 4c). Although one participating teacher showed disaffiliation with classroom practice and rather envisaged his role in areas such as school administration (excerpt 4c), the data gave insights into student teachers’ identification as teachers.

A sense of resistance to teaching was also manifested in another participating teacher. While he showed a strong interest in the profession before his teaching practicum started (excerpt 5a), this was transformed somewhat as a result of his supervisor’s feedback (excerpt 5b). He manifested conflicting perceptions and frustration and felt that his motivation had dropped dramatically (excerpt 5c). At face value, this could suggest a need for changes both in the structure and purpose of teaching mentoring, and the need to encourage higher levels of thinking. Evidence of similar findings has been reported elsewhere (e.g. Farell, 2001; Brown, 2005) in studies reporting about pre-service teachers’ feelings of frustration, lack of guidance, and communication problems with their supervisors. These two broad ideas are discussed briefly below but, again, they warrant further research.

Mentoring is generally acknowledged to involve ‘on-going supportive relationships’ between mentors and mentees (Peeler & Beverley, 2003, p. 1). There has been a growing acceptance of the need for guidance of a newcomer into the teaching profession by an experienced and more reliable professional, who helps ‘them to
appropriate the skills and knowledge they require’ (Ball, 2000; cited in Peeler and Beverley, 2003, p. 1). This conception explicitly implies that a newcomer—a pre-service or first year in-service teacher—lacks skills and teaching knowledge, an argument which is not accepted here. Instead it is argued with a high level of certainty that the findings in this exploratory research show that the participating teachers manifested well-grounded teaching skills and knowledge. Put simply, mentoring needs to be understood as a fundamental step to be taken in order to help a new teacher understand the transition into the profession. This necessarily entails cooperation and negotiation. To do this, teacher education could bridge the gap by working constantly even before the practicum starts.

Conclusion

The exploration of the nature of teachers’ professional affiliation with teaching showed that the practicum has a great impact. While prospective teachers come to their profession with plenty of dreams, aspirations, and ideals, the requirements of a demanding profession bring about varied levels of frustration and disenchantment. The integration of trainers and trainees is recommended in order to improve affiliation and commitment with the teaching profession. By the same token, pre-service and in-service teachers need to see their job as an opportunity to enhance not only their personal life, but also the lives of several learners. This entails understanding how to improve quality in education. This necessarily involves a sense of job satisfaction and engagement. It is also worth noting that this task not only concerns teachers but also, for example, those designing teacher education programmes, policy-makers, educational authorities, and trainers. This new reality challenges trainers to maximise teachers’ preparation beyond the restricted level of becoming technicians of education.
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